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Abstract. This contribution presents an overview of the research program in nuclear reaction dynamics at the
Australian National University.

1 Introduction
The research program in nuclear reaction dynamics at
the Australian National University has centred around the
goal of obtaining a deep understanding of the many interconnected facets of nuclear fusion. In the last 20 years,
the understanding of fusion of heavy nuclei has undergone a revolution, with the influence of the identity and
nuclear structure properties of the colliding nuclei now understood to play a very important role– not only at the time
of contact, but also in the subsequent evolution towards a
compact compound nucleus. This has resulted from both
experimental and theoretical research. Aspects of current theoretical reaction dynamics research at the ANU are
described in the contribution to these proceedings by C.
Simenel et al.
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potential diffuseness at the barrier radius being a key parameter, along with the barrier energy itself, arising from
the sum of Coulomb and nuclear potentials. The centrifugal potential – an effective potential arising from conservation of angular momentum – is also important. The overall
nucleus-nucleus interaction potential and barrier energy is
obtained from the sum of these three terms, for any relative
angular momentum J~.
If the collision energy is sufficient to allow the system to penetrate inside the barrier, fusion is assumed to
occur. Fig. 1 illustrates the concept, with the radial separation being the key variable. Fusion and scattering are
complementary outcomes arising from this physical picture. Fusion is implicitly treated as an irreversible process, removing flux (or probability) from the less complex
scattering/reaction processes where the projectile-like and
target-like nuclei remain identifiable. In practice this is
achieved by a “mathematical trick”, either an imaginary
potential or an ingoing wave boundary condition applied
well inside the fusion barrier radius. The compound nucleus hypothesis [6] of Bohr (illustrated qualitatively in
Fig. 2) pictures irreversibility as actually arising from the
sharing of the energy of the projectile amongst the nucleons of the combined system – equivalent to coupling to a
(small but hot) heat bath.

Mechanism of capture

V(r) = VC(r) + VN(r) + VJ(r)

Figure 1. The barrier passing picture of fusion, showing energy
as a function of radial separation of the two colliding nuclei.

The fundamental principle in describing fusion is the
barrier-passing concept. The first step is to calculate the
barrier itself. In principle this is achieved by adding the
multitude of individual nucleon-nucleon interactions into
an overall attractive nuclear and repulsive Coulomb potential felt by the two nuclei as a whole. The double
folding model is one approach to determine the nucleusnucleus potential [1–3], the Time-Dependent HartreeFock (TDHF) approach is another [4, 5]. In practice a simple Woods-Saxon parameterization is often used, with the

N. Bohr
Figure 2. Compound nucleus formation (left) according to the
picture of Bohr (right).
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Figure 3. Experimental fusion
barrier distributions (points) vs. centre-of-mass energy E. The discrete barriers (shown schematically
in purple) within the eigenchannel
approximation are shown for vibrational (left) and rotational (right) coupling schemes. The red line
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shows the calculated barrier distribution, which can be associated with the sum of those from each eigenbarrier, smoothed by quantum
tunnelling. The calculated uncoupled distributions, also
including tunnelling, are shown by the black dotted curves.
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by the coupled channels model [7], which is based on
the time-independent Schrödinger equation. The coupling
matrix elements between pairs of channels are symmetric
with respect to interchange of indices, meaning all transitions are reversible in the interaction region. However,
in deep inelastic collisions (DIC – known as “the energy
loss mode” in heavy-ion collisions) where high excitation
energies and thus regions of high level density are populated, excitation energy is assumed to be irreversibly dissipated at the time of the collision in the same way as in
fusion. DIC have been treated fully classically [8], semiclassically, using classical trajectories, using the GRAZING code, whose framework is described in Ref. [9], and
in the quantum mean field TDHF theory [10].
The coupled-channels (CC) model has been enormously successful, providing the most comprehensive explanation of elastic and inelastic scattering and transfer to
discrete states [11]. Channel couplings turned out also to
have major effects on fusion, as predicted [12], explaining
the experimentally observed phenomenon of enhancement
of fusion cross-sections (by up to a factor of 1000) at energies below the average fusion barrier [13]. The concept
of the experimental fusion barrier distribution [14], including (within some approximations) the concept of eigenbarriers, and its experimental realization [15–18] (examples
are shown in Fig. 3) provided a new test of the coupledchannels model which, after refinement [19, 20], often
succeeded in describing the major features observed. This
success strengthened the belief that the coupled-channels
model offers the best approach to describe near-barrier reactions. Thus a wide range of experimental evidence and
theoretical interpretations indicate that the colliding nuclei are indeed in a coherent superposition of the quantum
states of the separated nuclei as they approach the fusion
barrier. Note that the standard CC model should not be
able to describe DIC, where kinetic energy dissipation is
understood to show a time-dependent increase related to
the time the two nuclei remain in contact.

2 Fusion excitation functions
In measurements of fusion barrier distributions, the development of instrumentation to enable precise absolute
cross section measurements has played an important role.
Heavy fusion-evaporation residues (ERs) are the main
product of nuclear fusion in reactions forming nuclei with
atomic number Z<82. Measuring ER cross sections requires understanding their kinematic characteristics. Nuclear fusion products initially have the beam momentum.
They are deflected from the beam direction by the small recoil momentum imparted by light particles evaporated during cooling to form evaporation residues. ERs are mostly
found inside a 10◦ cone centred around 0◦ . To measure
fusion cross sections, the goal is to physically separate the
ERs from the beam particles before detection, as the intensity of the Rutherford-scattered beam is at best 104 times
that of the ERs, and can be more than 1012 times larger.

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the components of the
solenoidal separator SOLITAIRE. The He gas region is shown
by the light green shading. The points where the ER trajectory is
closest to the axis are shown by blue circles, and the interaction
points with the two MWPC tracking detectors by red circles. The
helical trajectories of elastically scattered beam particles (red)
and ERs (blue) are represented by the radial separation from the
axis. More details can be found in Ref. [21].
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calculations, based on the barrier-passing picture, could
not simultaneously describe deep sub-barrier and abovebarrier data with a single potential. This is illustrated in
Fig. 6, where a standard Woods-Saxon nuclear potential
diffuseness (a=0.66 fm) under-predicts the measurements
both (a) in the above-barrier region and (b) below-barrier
(where the logarithmic slope is presented). No potential
shape (diffuseness) reproduces both regimes simultaneously.
The question thus arises, what Woods-Saxon diffuseness value best represents the nuclear potential shape
around the barrier radius? This has been re-examined experimentally in recent years, following the suggestion of
Ref. [31]. There it was proposed that high precision quasielastic scattering data at sub-barrier energies should unambiguously reveal the diffuseness. This can be understood in a classical picture, since the tail of the nuclear
potential perturbs the trajectories, which results in a slight
suppression of yield at the more backward angles. New
measurements with uncertainties approaching 0.1% were
made, and analysis carried out [32, 33] within the coupledchannels framework. A quantum interference approach
was also developed to address the same question [34], including collisions of identical nuclei [35]. All showed results essentially independent of the channel couplings, and
consistent with a diffuseness parameter a between 0.6 and
0.7 fm. Thus it was concluded that the large diffuseness
required to fit fusion cross sections, as well as the inconsistency between above-barrier and below-barrier fusion,
was truly reflecting physical effects not included in the CC
model.
A careful systematic analysis of many above-barrier
fusion cross section excitation functions was carried
out [36, 37]. It showed that as the charge product of the
reaction increases, fusion is increasingly suppressed compared to calculations using the standard nuclear potential
diffuseness (confirmed to be appropriate from the above
scattering analysis). It was suggested [37] that deepIrreversible
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Figure 7. The idealized coupled-channels picture of nuclear collisions is illustrated above. The light blue represents the coherent
superposition, the dark green a sudden onset of irreversible energy dissipation. A more realistic picture is sketched below. The
questions are, at what radial separation does irreversible energy
dissipation play a role, and what is the mechanism?

inelastic scattering may be responsible for the suppression. Although DIC are considered to be predominantly
a phenomenon associated with high angular momenta, experimental evidence existed for DIC at near-barrier energies [38].
Irreversible
Fusion
E

Dissipation

Coherent
Superposition

J=70

Well above-barrier

J=0

Deep sub-barrier

r
large

small
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Figure 8. It is seen qualitatively that the matter overlap (indicated on the lowest scale) at a high energy and angular momentum is the same as at the inner turning point at a matching energy
below the barrier. Assuming that the probability of energy dissipation depends primarily on the matter overlap, energy dissipation can also be expected to play a role in sub-barrier fusion (by
quantum tunnelling) if it is important in above-barrier fusion.

Later it was suggested [39, 40] that since the transition
from coherent superposition to irreversible energy dissipation must occur gradually, it could affect more aspects
of capture (including quantum tunnelling [40]) if its onset
were close to the barrier radius rather than far inside. This
idea is sketched in Fig. 7. The shaded band around the
potential represents the barrier distribution arising from
couplings. Based on this idea, it was proposed [30] that
one contributor to the inhibition of fusion seen for the
16
O+208 Pb reaction, both below and above the barrier,
could be the critical assumption of the coupled-channels
model that the system remains in a coherent superposition
of states all the way into the potential pocket. In practice
these states comprise the limited subspace of states (generally ground-state and low energy collective states of the
projectile and target nuclei) included in the CC calculations. The questions that arise from this are, at what radial separation does irreversible energy dissipation play a
role, and what is the mechanism? Independent of its exact nature, additional physical processes beyond the CC
framework would be expected to depend primarily on the
matter overlap. Through this idea, effects on fusion at both
high and low beam energies can be related to each other.
This relationship is illustrated qualitatively in Fig.8, where
the same matter overlap is encountered at the outer turning
point for a high angular momentum as at the inner turning
point at low angular momentum. Thus if energy dissipation is important at the limiting angular momenta at energies well-above the barrier, it should play a role at deep
sub-barrier energies also. A key question then is whether
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The dotted lines represent exponential fits to the data beyond 13
fm. The vertical dashed line shows the fusion barrier radius.

there is evidence for energy dissipation in below-barrier
collisions.

4 Energy dissipation below-barrier
Evidence for DIC at near-barrier energies has been observed [42] for the reaction 40 Ca+208 Pb at energies 5%
above the barrier. It was also inferred from measurements
for reactions of 58 Ni and 32 S, even at energies 5% or more
below the barrier [38, 43]. However, is there any evidence
for outcomes analagous to DIC in sub-barrier reactions
with a 16 O projectile?
ANU experimental quasi-elastic scattering data [32,
33] showed substantial loss of kinetic energy (TKEL) even
at sub-barrier energies. With particle identification [41],
the probabilities of each transfer mass partition, and their
excitation energy spectra, were extracted as a function of
the distance of closest approach by measuring back-angle
excitation functions. The dependence of the total transfer
probability on radial separation (Fig. 9) shows a steep exponential rise as the barrier radius is approached. Despite
the absorption by fusion near the barrier, probabilities of
∼ 10% were found for transfer reactions with both ∆Z=1
and 2. Furthermore, the energy spectra following transfer
showed population to excitation energies of 10 MeV for
sub-barrier 16 O+208 Pb reactions (see Fig. 10). As shown
for E/VB = 0.96, the population at high E x is small, but
it rises rapidly as the separation decreases, with a nonnegligible probability when extrapolating to the barrier radius (vertical dashed line in Fig. 9) or even inside. This
suggests that the picture shown in Fig. 7 is realistic even
for this low charge product reaction.
For 32 S and 40 Ca reactions, excitation energies extend
to ∼20 MeV and 30 MeV respectively (the latter from
a preliminary analysis of a collaborative experiment at
LNL). The excitation energy spectra for the 2p stripping

Can it be shown that missing kinetic energy is indeed
transformed into excitation energy, and not (for example)
carried away by a promptly emitted light particle? In reactions with actinide nuclei, the answer is yes. Excitation of
heavy (target-like) nuclei to energies above their fission
barriers can result in fission. ANU measurements [44]
have shown evidence (illustrated in Fig. 11) for substantial fission cross sections following transfer reactions at
sub-barrier energies. These measurements confirm that
thermal excitation of the heavy target-like nucleus occurs, and with significant probability – our most recent
data for 40 Ca+238 U suggest that such cross sections can
be larger than those for fusion, even at above-barrier energies. Semi-classical calculations with the code GRAZING
at above-barrier energies also indicate that competition between DIC and fusion is important to get a complete picture [45].
Standard CC models describing the coherent quantum superposition vital to describe scattering and capture
are not able to describe the deep inelastic processes. A
model framework should be developed to simultaneously
include both CC effects and the dissipation that results in
DIC. Steps are being taken in that direction [46]. Microscopic approaches such as TDHF should also be considered. Such calculations are able to reproduce sequential transfer [47, 48] and correlated pair transfer [49], and
could be used to investigate the excitation energy of the
fragments.
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5 Suppression of complete fusion for
weakly bound nuclei
The coupled-channels picture has emerged from studies of
well bound nuclei. For such nuclei the lifetimes of the
strongly coupled collective states are very much longer
than nuclear collision times of ∼10−22 sec. How do the
reaction dynamics change when lifetimes of strongly coupled states are similar to or less than collision times? Answering this is topical due to the increasing opportunities
worldwide to perform experiments with unstable nuclei.
More than a decade ago the first measurements were
carried out showing unambiguously [50–52] that in reactions of weakly bound stable nuclei, complete fusion
cross-sections at above-barrier energies are suppressed to
∼ 70% of those expected for well-bound nuclei. This conclusion relied on measurements of unprecedented precision and completeness for such reactions, as well as the
application of the experimental fusion barrier distribution
concept. Similar or identical suppression of complete fusion has since been inferred in many other reactions with
weakly bound stable nuclei. It was natural to assume that
the suppression of complete fusion is caused by the direct
breakup of the weakly bound nuclei into their cluster constituents, e.g. 6 Li breaking into 4 He and 2 H. Some measurements appeared to support this idea, but many did not.
It thus remained a perplexing question.
Experiments measuring breakup itself can clarify the
situation in a model-independent way, if all the breakup
fragments are detected, and none can be captured by the
other (target) nucleus. A 512 pixel detector array at backward angles was therefore developed [53, 54] to measure
all breakup processes in reactions of 6,7 Li and 9 Be. Energies below the barrier were chosen to minimize fragment
absorption that complicates interpretation. The angles of
the fragments and their measured energies are used to determine the energy of the recoiling target-like nucleus, and
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Figure 11. Fission source velocity components parallel and perpendicular to the beam axis, for fission events observed in the
32
S+232 Th reaction, both below and above the barrier. Two-body
events are in the centre of the plots, whilst the dashed circle
shows the expected locus of heavy recoil velocities following
elastic scattering. The events lying inside this circle correspond
to the projectile losing momentum, and sufficient energy simultaneously being dissipated in the target-like nucleus to cause fission. This demonstrates energy dissipation triggered by transfer
reactions below the fusion barrier.
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Figure 12. The reaction Q-value plotted against the relative
energy of the two fragments (Erel ) provides a complete picture
of the breakup dynamics. Measurements are shown for belowbarrier 7 Li beam energies from 24 to 29 MeV on a 207 Pb target.
Coincidence pairs, α + d, α + t, and α + α (identified by different colours) result from breakup following n-stripping, inelastic
excitations and p-pickup, respectively. Intensity is shown by the
colour saturation, where pale colours indicate high intensity. The
measured Erel provides information on the state of the projectilelike nucleus prior to breakup and on breakup time-scales.

thus the reaction Q-value, through momentum conservation assuming three-body kinematics. The Q-value spectra for breakup events show sharp peaks, demonstrating
that the breakup itself is indeed almost exclusively binary, validating the application of three-body kinematics.
Knowledge of the Q-values provides information about the
breakup mode, and states populated in the target-like nucleus, but not about the states of the projectile-like nucleus. However, at breakup, the kinetic energy available
to share between the breakup fragments is the sum of the
breakup Q-value and the excitation energy of the state
from which breakup occurs. Information on the state of the
projectile-like nucleus prior to breakup is thus contained in
the relative energy (Erel ) of the two breakup fragments.
The reaction Q-value together with Erel gives the most
complete characterization available of the various breakup
processes. Fig. 12 shows plots of Q-value against Erel for
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reactions of 7 Li with 207 Pb at three sub-barrier energies.
The α + t pairs result from breakup of 7 Li; this observation
matches the expectation that 7 Li breaks up into its cluster constituents. However, several other breakup modes
are prominent. The α + α pairs originate from breakup of
the 8 Be nucleus which is formed when 7 Li picks up a proton from the closed proton-shell nucleus 207 Pb. The α + d
pairs are due to the breakup of 6 Li formed in n-stripping
reactions. The different mechanisms change their relative
yields as a function of beam energy, due to the different
range of the triggering mechanisms (Coulomb, or neutron
and proton transfer).
The narrow peaks at low Erel (e.g. α + α with Erel =
92 keV from 8 Be ground-state decay) are associated with
breakup on the outgoing trajectory, far from the target nucleus, whose Coulomb field thus cannot introduce a significant perturbation to the observed Erel . Such long-lived
breakup mechanisms cannot affect fusion at above-barrier
energies, as the fusion process is much faster. In contrast
to the narrow peaks, a broad distribution at high Erel is
calculated [55, 56] for breakup on the ingoing trajectory
(i.e. prompt breakup). This can result in suppression of
complete fusion at above-barrier energies. An analogy is
shining two parallel light beams at a spherical mirror – on
reflection, the beams diverge. The largest contribution to
prompt breakup, having large Erel , is from α − α breakup
following p-pickup [54]. More details are provided in the
contribution of D.H. Luong et al. in these proceedings.
Our conclusion is that prompt breakup of weaklybound stable nuclei can be triggered by different processes: predominantly n-stripping for 6 Li and 9 Be [53],
but p-pickup for 7 Li. This means that the probability and
characteristics of breakup, and its influence on fusion, depend not only on the properties of the initial nucleus, but
also on those of its neighbours. Crucially, the measurements reveal those mechanisms that lead to breakup that is
fast enough (∼10−22 s) to affect fusion. These results will
provide important input to developing a complete model
of reactions involving both α-cluster nuclei and exotic nuclei at the limits of existence (becoming available from radioactive isotope accelerators), with potential applications
in nuclear astrophysics (see contribution to this conference
by K.J. Cook et al.).

6 Fusion suppression by quasifission
Fusion leading to the formation of very heavy elements
may be conceptually divided into two stages. The first
is when the two nuclear surfaces come into contact, associated with capture in the entrance-channel potential
pocket. Then the elongated dinucleus formed at contact
explores the potential energy surface (PES), to find the
compact compound nucleus (CN) shape at the potential
minimum. This is the end-product of the fusion process.
If the CN survives the subsequent statistical fission decay
(through particle evaporation to an excitation energy below the fission threshold) it eventually forms the desired
(super)heavy evaporation residue. The cross section for
heavy element formation via fusion-evaporation is given

by
σER =

∞
X
J=0

σ J (Ec.m. , J) · PCN (E ∗ , J) · W sur (E ∗ , J),

(1)

where σ J (Ec.m. , J) is the capture cross section as a function
of center-of-mass energy Ec.m. and angular momentum J~,
PCN (E ∗ , J) is the probability that the system will reach
the compact configuration as a function of the excitation
energy E ∗ and J, and W sur (E ∗ , J) is the probability that
the system will survive statistical fission decay through sequential particle evaporation.
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Figure 13. Total xn ER cross sections divided by πo2 as a function of excitation energy, for reactions forming 220 Th compound
nuclei. Trends for the same projectile-target combination are
highlighted by the lines. The 16 O induced reaction gives yields
typically 10 times those of reactions with heavier projectiles.

For fusion reactions forming very heavy elements, after capture many systems fail to reach the compact CN
shape, instead undergoing fission from a more elongated
shape, resulting in PCN < 1. This process, competing
with formation of a compact CN, is called quasi-fission
(QF) [57–59].
The surest indication of formation of a compact CN
is the observation of ERs, because it is often difficult to
separate fusion-fission from quasi-fission (since their characteristics often have considerable overlap). At abovebarrier energies, where the angular momenta leading to
ER formation are fully populated in the capture process,
W sur (E ∗ , J) is the same for each reaction [60], thus ratios
of cross sections (scaled by the different reduced wavelengths o to give σ̃) for different reactions provide relative
values of PCN [60].
Experimental results [61] are shown in Fig. 13 for
reactions forming 220 Th. Here σ̃xn is presented as a
function of the 220 Th excitation energy. It was a surprise that the yields for the 16 O-induced reaction are typically a factor of 10 above those for the heavier projectiles. The yields amongst the latter show a much smaller
change with mass-asymmetry. These facts have been interpreted [60, 61] as indicating the critical importance of the
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Figure 14. The relationship between sticking time and the massangle distribution. For the reaction sequence sketched in (a), the
time dependence (arbitrary units) of angle (b) and mass-ratio (c)
are shown. Such short times cannot be measured directly, but
angle and mass-ratio can. The individual mass and angle dependencies combine to give a trajectory (d) on the MAD for a single
impact parameter. Including a range of impact parameters, scission after half a turn (pink) or a full turn (blue) will give strong
or weak mass-angle correlations respectively.

exp(−t/τeq ), where τeq is the mass-equilibration time constant [59]. This dependence is sketched in Fig. 14(c).
If scission happens soon after initial contact, then little mass change can occur, and a projectile-like fragment
is ejected with mass-ratio MR (defined as the mass of one
fragment divided by the total mass) at a backward angle
θc.m. . The complementary partner with mass-ratio (1-MR )
is found at (π-θc.m. ). A longer sticking time of the system
results in larger rotation angles, and also allows more mass
exchange. This evolution is illustrated on the MAD shown
in Fig. 14(d). Rotation of the system by ∼180◦ still results
in a substantial mass-angle correlation (pale pink shading
in Fig. 14(b),(d)), whilst once the system has turned ∼360◦
or more, the correlation between the mass ratio and fragment emission angle is washed out, resulting in symmetric
mass splits on average, independent of angle (blue shading).
7.2 Effect of deformation alignment on
quasifission

entrance channel mass-asymmetry compared to the position of the Businaro-Gallone peak. Thus according to this
argument, among the reactions forming 220 Th, a key reason that the 16 O-induced reaction has the highest PCN is
because the small projectile tends to be absorbed (“eaten
up”) by the larger target nucleus, unlike the more masssymmetric reactions, which tend to move towards masssymmetry.

7 Quasifission dynamics through
mass-angle distributions
As a wholly dynamical process, a key quantity characterizing quasifission is its timescale – that is, the “sticking
time” between capture and breakup (scission). The measurement of the full range of mass-splits between projectile and target over a wide range of scattering angles results
in a two-dimensional matrix – the mass-angle distribution
(MAD). Measurements of quasifission MADs at GSI in
the 1980s [59, 62] showed that QF timescales could often
be shorter than the rotation time of ∼10−20 s, and were thus
significantly shorter than the typical timescale of fusionfission. The measurement of MADs thus offers a key insight into quasifission dynamics.
7.1 Principle behind the mass-angle distribution

The relationship of the MAD to the “sticking time” between capture and scission is illustrated schematically in
Fig. 14. The projectile nucleus (blue) is incident from the
top of the page, and sticks to the larger target nucleus (red).
The system then rotates, Fig. 14(b) illustrating schematically angle against time (in arbitrary units) for a single
angular momentum value; in a real reaction a distribution
will be present. For a parabolic potential, mass-symmetry
is approached with an expected time dependence 1 −

Figure 16. Diagram illustrating the effective deformation alignment of statically deformed nuclei at sub-barrier energies (left
panel), and the averaging over all orientations at above-barrier
energies (right panel). The black arrows represent the different
distances of closest approach at each energy.

For nuclear collisions involving prolate nuclei (e.g.
Th, 238 U), when the deformation axis is aligned with the
projectile nucleus, the dinucleus is very elongated at contact (Fig. 16 upper images), whereas it is more compact if
anti-aligned (lower images). With decreasing c.m. energy
E, increasing deformation alignment occurs, because of
the correlation of the capture barrier energy with orientation [13, 18, 28, 63]. The physical reason for this effective
deformation alignment at sub-barrier energies is sketched
in Fig. 16. The consequences are seen in the MADs for 32 S
+ 232 Th, shown in Fig.15, which were measured at five energies, from below VB (154.5 MeV) to above.
The MADs and the projections onto MR in Fig. 15
show mass-asymmetric and mass-symmetric components,
with the weight of each changing rapidly with E/VB .
The mass-asymmetric component is dominant below VB .
The MADs show that the dinuclear system rotates typically by < 90◦ before scission (short arrows in Fig. 15).
The more mass-symmetric component becomes dominant
above E∼VB . It appears to be completely mass-symmetric
in the MR spectra – and could be taken to be consistent
232
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Figure 15. Mass-angle distributions of fission following capture for the reaction 32 S + 232 Th. Centre-of-mass beam energies E (indicated) span the average capture barrier energy VB . The projected fission mass-ratio distributions (below) show a transition from
dominantly mass-asymmetric at sub-barrier energies, to apparently mass-symmetric at E>VB . In the MAD the “mass-symmetric”
component shows a significant mass-angle correlation, inconsistent with fusion-fission.

with fusion-fission. In the MADs, this component has
a significant mass-angle correlation, corresponding to rotation of the dinuclear system before scission by ∼180◦
(long arrows). The correlation of mass with angle seen in
the MADs at the higher energies shows that this “masssymmetric” component is inconsistent with fusion-fission,
but rather appears to be dominated by quasi-fission. Fission angular distributions [64] confirmed this. These experimental mass distributions are consistent with measurements for 238 U + 32 S [62], and 36 S + 238 U [65], although
the interpretations may differ.
7.3 Effect of entrance channel closed shells

To investigate the effect on quasifission of closed shells in
the entrance channel, measurements [66] of MADs were
made for 40,44,48 Ca projectiles bombarding thin targets of
208,204
Pb (forming 248,252 No with ZC.N. =102), and for 48 Ti
bombarding 200 Hg (248 No) and 208 Pb (256 Db). Measurements were made a few percent below the average fusion
barrier energy to ensure low relative velocity at contact.
The MADs and projected MR spectra are shown in Fig. 17,
together with reference data for the 16 O + 238 U reaction at
an above-barrier energy, forming 254 Fm.
The Gaussian fit standard deviations σ MR , with experimental uncertainties, and the σ MR value for 48 Ca + 208 Pb
from Ref. [67] are also shown in the table associated with
Fig. 17. Despite having similar or identical Z1 Z2 , and
forming similar or identical compound nuclei, there is a
wide variation in the σ MR values, indicating a significant
variation in the probability/characteristics of quasifission.
To help understand this, Fig. 18 shows σ MR as a function of the number of magic numbers Nm in the entrance
channel. There is a strong correlation, with σ MR approaching the expectation for fusion-fission (σ MR =0.07) with increasing Nm . This suggests that reactions involving nuclei having several magic numbers form a true compact

compound nucleus with higher probability. It seems likely
that this is associated with reduced energy dissipation as
the two nuclei are overlapping, allowing more compact
shapes to be reached. Supporting this hypothesis, a systematic analysis of xn evaporation residue cross sections
in reactions forming Th isotopes has suggested some enhancement in fusion probabilities for reactions with two
magic numbers in the entrance channel [68].
It is notable that the 40 Ca + 208 Pb reaction, which has
maximal magicity, has a large σ MR . Only this reaction has
a large N/Z asymmetry. Protons and neutrons will tend to
be transferred early in the reaction to equalize N/Z. TDHF
calculations [66] of nucleon exchange prior to capture confirm this. Thus matching of N/Z in the entrance channel
channelcondition
closed shells
mismatch of
should beEntrance
an important
in and
the N/Z
enhancement
fusion in reactions
of
magic
(and
especially
doubly-magic)
Isospin equilibration will increase energy damping as nuclei overlap:
- more elongated “entry point” to diffusive motion
nuclei.
TDHF: Fast N/Z equilibration calculated outcomes:
0.2
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Average transfer outcome:
Nm= 0
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Figure 18. (Left) Standard deviations σ MR of the fission-like
mass distributions as a function of the number Nm of magic numbers in the entrance channel. The line guides the eye. The
expectations of σ MR for fusion-fission are in the range 0.06 to
0.08. (Right) TDHF calculation outcomes are summarized (see
Ref. [66]).

7.4 Quasifission time scale

From the theoretical point of view, quasifission times can
be predicted using the TDHF approach. As an example,
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TDHF calculations predict a range of times up to 2×10−20 s
in 40,48 Ca+238 U reactions [69, 70]. Experimental methods
to obtain quantitative timescales [71] for fission reactions
include pre-scission neutron multiplicities [72–74], crystal blocking [75, 76], and observation of compound nucleus X-rays [77]. Each has problems when faced with
measuring the short quasifission timescales [77, 78]. The
MAD offers the clearest sensitivity [59] to timescales of
∼ 10−20 s. Mass angle distributions were measured for
the reactions of 34 S+186 W, 48 Ti+186 W and 64 Ni+184 W, for
a range of beam energies [79], to compare with crystal blocking measurements for reactions of the same elements. The latter were interpreted as giving mean quasifission times of ∼ 10−18 s for all reactions [75]. The measured
MADs are shown in Fig. 19. The lower panels show the
MR projections for 45◦ ≤ θc.m. ≤ 135◦ . They show marked
differences between the three reactions. The 64 Ni reaction gives a minimum in yield at symmetry (MR = 0.5),
48
Ti a broad peak around symmetry, whilst 34 S gives a
narrow peak. Together with the correlation of mass and
angle seen in the MADs, quasifission with short average
reaction times appears dominant in the 64 Ni and 48 Ti reactions. To obtain more quantitative reaction timescales for
the dominant quasifission, a classical Monte Carlo MAD
simulation was developed [79].
Using the time distributions shown in the top right panels of Fig. 19, the simulated MADs (shown below them)
reproduce the features of the experimental MADs. The
corresponding MR spectra for 45◦ ≤ θc.m. ≤ 135◦ (lowest
right-hand panels of Fig. 19) also agree. The mean scission time for quasifission is quite well defined for these
reactions, at 5 x 10−21 s for 64 Ni, and 10 x 10−21 s for 48 Ti.
For the 34 S reaction, the reaction times (rotation angles)
are too large to conclude more than that only a small frac-

tion of fission occurs before 10 x 10−21 s. These results,
when compared with the longer crystal blocking times,
suggest the need for a consistent assessment of all experimental techniques for determination of fission times, including development of a complete and consistent analysis framework for pre-fission neutrons [72–74, 80, 81].
A coordinated series of measurements for the same reactions, using all the different time-sensitive techniques,
would give valuable insights.

8 Summary and Conclusions
The improved understanding of nuclear fusion has revealed an unexpectedly intricate relationship between fusion dynamics and the nuclear structure of the colliding
nuclei. This was found first in fusion (capture) barrier
distributions, which show in a direct way the critical role
played by the quantum superposition of the states of the
two colliding nuclei that are excited at and around the barrier radius. The states that couple strongly depend entirely
on the nuclear structure of the two colliding nuclei, which
can often be “seen” directly in the structure of the barrier
distribution.
In reactions of weakly bound nuclei, it was a surprise that transfer reactions populating short-lived states
of neighbouring nuclei play a stronger role in the reaction
dynamics of fusion, incomplete fusion and breakup than
direct excitation above their own breakup thresholds. This
has implications for both experimental and theoretical understanding of reactions of nuclei near the drip lines, and
for nuclear astrophysics.
The transition from a quantum superposition to an irreversible merged system had been taken to be a “hidden”
process inside the fusion barrier, whose details should not
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Figure 19. (Left panels) Experimental MADs for the reactions indicated, with the projected mass-ratio spectra below. They show very
different behaviour for each reaction. (Right panels) Simulated MADs which reproduce the experimental MAD. The time distributions
needed to match the experiments are shown above the simulations. The deduced mean reaction times for each measurement (shown at
the top left) are quite different, as expected from the very different MADs.

affect observables. Increasing evidence is being found that
this is not the case, and we may have to directly address
dissipative tunnelling to fully understand fusion. Nuclear
reactions are thus being linked to developments in foundation quantum mechanics.
Finally, in fusion reactions forming very heavy nuclei,
at near-barrier beam energies the nuclear structure of the
colliding nuclei can play a very strong role in determining the probabilities for true fusion leading to heavy element formation, and for the competing quasifission process. This seems to arise not only through the quantum
superposition found around the barrier radius that results
in deformation alignment at sub-barrier energies, but also
through the effect of closed shells on the potential energy
surface of the joined system and on the strength and nature of nuclear viscosity. This complicated interplay is a
difficult problem to address, both experimentally and theoretically. Microscopic theoretical approaches, for example
using TDHF and beyond-TDHF models, are already starting to give insights [82, 83] into fusion reactions forming
very heavy nuclei.
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